7th Grade School Supply List – 2023-2024

ALL SUPPLIES, UNIFORM ITEMS, and MATERIALS MUST be clearly labeled with the name of the student.

Needed:
- One large, sturdy book bag or backpack—must fit inside an 18”x18”x3 ft locker when not carried
- Planner: 7th graders are required to track their homework in a planner, choosing a format that works best for them, but it must include areas for both daily and weekly planning. The student’s advisor will monitor this plan and help adjust it as the year progresses.
- 5 folders to be used for academic classes
- One pencil pouch, for carrying smaller supplies between classes
- Scissors (large/full size)
- Ruler (metric must also be included)
- 8 pack (or larger) colored markers and/or colored pencils
- One set of headphones, to be used with laptop
- Calculator, separate from computer/phone: TI-84 Plus is recommended and will serve through high school
- One reusable water bottle
- If taking French: small French-English dictionary
- If taking Spanish: small Spanish-English dictionary

Always have these items prepared, replenish as needed throughout the year:
- Two 100-page composition notebooks, college-ruled
- One graph paper composition book-4 squares per inch
- Two pencils/erasers
- Two black or blue ballpoint pens
- 2 highlighters in different colors
- 3x5” index cards
- 3x3” sticky notes – any color
- Glue sticks

For Community Use:
- Two boxes of Kleenex